Quick Reference to Linfield Curriculum
General Education Requirements

CS- Creative Studies (formerly Images & Arts, IA)
IS- Individuals, Systems and Societies
NW- Natural World
UQ- Ultimate Questions
VP- Vital Past
QR- Quantitative Reasoning
INQS- Inquiry Seminar
MWI- Major Writing Intensive (met by major)
US- U.S. Pluralisms
GP- Global Pluralisms

Class Formats

(FB)- Field Based
(HY)- Hybrid combination online & classroom
(WE)- Weekend Class

Summer 2017
ENVS 302 Shoreline Ecology/3- (NW) (FB)
ENVS 303 Human Ecosystems/3- (IS, NW) (FB)
ENVS 306 Fire History Cascades/3- (NW) (FB)
HHPA 088 Backpacking/2